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Abstract 

Traditional methods of lie detection (e.g., polygraph, GSR, heart rate) have often led to more 

controversy than successful detection. Leading the charge into the future of lie detection 

technology is eye-tracking, a young and innovative field that represents a new and promising 

strategy for addressing deception by measuring eye movements, pupil size, and attentional 

allocation. This experiment examined the body’s physiological reactions to engaging in 

deception by using pupillometry. We examined and compared these physiological responses 

between two conditions: being told to tell a lie or the truth. We also examined the effects of the 

lie being told spontaneously compared to knowing in advance that a lie would be produced, as 

well as the effect of practice. With the use of a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm, 

participants looked at a continuous stream of visual images (i.e., letters) and were asked to report 

(or lie about) the letter of a unique color (black letter among gray letters).  Participants were 

prompted at the end of the trial to either report the letter correctly, or to lie about it.  On some 

trials, this prompt occurred in advance of the letter stream so participants could prepare to lie, 

and for other trials it occurred at the end and participants had little opportunity to prepare their 

lie. It was predicted that lies would be characterized by an increase in pupil size, but this 

prediction received limited support. With regard to reaction time, lie responses took significantly 

longer, and there was a trend for this cost to decrease with practice. So while lies were 

successfully detected, the implementation of pupillometry was not successful, and future 

research is suggested in order to collect more powerful results from a stronger paradigm. 

Keywords: eye-tacking, lie detection, deception, RSVP stream 
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Introduction  

Since primordial times, deception has been a consistent part of our societal structure. For this 

reason, lie detection has gradually become a focal point of research in several scientific and legal 

communities. Defined as a statement “known to be false in order to deceive the listener” 

(Siegler, 1966), lying has often complicated the lives of medical professionals, legal experts, and 

law enforcement alike. Essential to the medical field of diagnosis is an assessment of the 

subject’s veracity. It is critically important that patients provide their doctors with accurate 

information in order for the medical team to make informed and appropriate decisions for 

treatment. Similarly, the judicial system struggles to ascertain lies among defendants, victims, 

and witnesses alike. Often, deception among these groups can and regularly does occur 

(Simpson, 2008). 

That being said, as long as there have been lies, there has been methods of lie detection, 

continuously evolving alongside deception itself and developing into sophisticated methods as 

modern technology continues to advance. To assist the target population, applied psychologists 

and legal professionals have developed numerous techniques in an attempt to spot deception. 

Among such methods include observing and recording physiological behaviors, ranging from the 

use of the polygraph to recording brain activity. These methods rely on a subject’s autonomic 

arousal to increase, prompting researchers to be able to distinguish when a lie is being told. Other 

common methods of detection include measuring changes in the sweat, (otherwise known as the 

galvanic skin response, or GSR, as well as changes in breathing, heart rate, and blood pressure 

(Simpson, 2008). Often, these techniques face more scrutiny for their resounding faults than their 

limited success. Since September 11th, increasing prevalence in terrorist attacks have resulted in 

questionable methods of gathering information (i.e., torture). Thus, there has never been a more 
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resounding urgency for the development of a better lie detector than in recent years. New 

technological advances in neuroscientific imaging have since placed Electroencephalography 

(EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) at the forefront on the topic of lie 

detection. But these neuroimaging technologies are far from perfect and they face their own 

validity complications within the legal and scientific communities. Further, they can be obtrusive 

and expensive. Instead, the search turns to eye-tracking, the rather young but emerging field of 

recording eye movements to analyze the processing of visual information (Vicianova, 2015). 

Although very little research has been conducted in the field, eye-tracking as lie detection 

represents a rather inexpensive, non-invasive technique that can be used on children and adults. 

Considerably a much faster, much more accurate approach of ascertaining lies, eye-tracking 

provides the potential to become the standard among lie detection, eventually even replacing 

conventional methods. Ultimately, the development of eye-tracking research is a step into the 

future of innovation where it could someday be viable for the use of both high-security purposes 

and practical use, from conducting citizenship interviews and screening potential federal 

employees to marketing and automotive research.  

Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) 

In order to truly understand the importance of developing an accurate and reliable 

measure of lie detection, one must briefly evaluate the traditionally ineffective methods of lie 

detection. Beginning with the Galvanic Skin Response, commonly abbreviated as GSR, the GSR 

is one of many electro-dermal responses (EDR) (Villarejo, Zapirain, & Zorrilla, 2012). An EDR 

is a physiological change in the electrical properties of a subject’s skin, typically induced by 

some difference between the subject’s psychological state in response to a stressful event 

(Gruber & Moore, 1997). As sweating is controlled by the sympathetic nervous system (SMS), 
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skin conductance can be presented as cue of some physiological arousal. Should the SMS 

become aroused, the sweat gland activates and in turn, increased the skin’s conductance. As 

such, a GSR can be a measure of emotional and sympathetic responses.  

In conjunction to the methods that will soon be addressed, the GSR is a measure of the 

peripheral correlates of the nervous system (Langleben, 2012). In a study conducted by 

Geldreich (1941), researchers designed a paradigm to demonstrate the validity of the GSR. They 

presented subjects with a set of five playing cards where they would select a card at random, 

occlude their selection, and then deny having chosen their specified card. Two variations of the 

study were conducted, one where the effect of deceit had a nascent response on the GSR and 

another where the response on the GSR was fatigued. Results showed that out of fifty subjects, 

there was seventy-five percent success rate of deception (achieved) when the GSR was nascent 

and a one-hundred percent success rate when the GSR was fatigued (Geldreich, 1941). 

Ultimately, researchers were able to conclude that although the GSR can be used as an indicator 

of deception, the detectable situation must be very, very specific, conversely lowering its 

ecological validity and making practical application in real world scenarios nearly impossible 

(Carlson, 2013). 

Heart Rate 

Much like the GSR, changes in breathing and heart rate are all physiologically detectable 

reactions that can be recorded. As an involuntary physiological function controlled by the 

autonomic nervous system, heart rate has more commonly been used to measure stress levels by 

placing a blood pressure cuff around a subject’s arm (Villarejo, 2012). It has often been regarded 

as a valid measure of detection because its causes involuntary physiological changes, making 

conscious manipulation very difficult. While some researchers like Hira and Furumitsu (2009) 
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have conducted studies where results showed that guilty individuals have a higher cardiovascular 

and respiratory activation while being interrogated than innocent individuals do, others disagree. 

Podlesny and Raskin (1978) found that guilty subjects actually experience a deceleration of heart 

rate while undergoing a guilty knowledge test (GKT). After all, respiration can easily be brought 

under control (Jaycox, 1937). In another study by Gamer et al. (2008), the innocent group 

produced no distinguishable patterns in heart and breathing rate (measured via a tube placed 

around the subject’s abdomen) while the guilty group showed a decrease in both measures, more 

than likely because they were deliberately trying to keep calm. In any case, this demonstrates 

that while heart rate may be a valid measure of lie detection, it is far from an accurate one.  

Polygraph 

Perhaps the most widely recognized method of lie detection is the polygraph, an instrument 

that involves measuring one’s physiological reactions in response to an examiner’s structured set 

of questions (Faigman, 2003). Using a physiological recording device, a standard polygraph 

assesses and records the subject’s arousal, including their skin conductivity, heart rate and blood 

pressure, and respiration. These automatic indicators are measured through the use of 

pneumographs, wrapped around the subject’s chest, to measure the depth and rate of respiration, 

a blood pressure cuff to measure cardiovascular activity, and electrodes on the subject’s 

fingertips to measure skin conductivity (American Psychological Association, 2004). In order to 

properly identify a lie from a truth, examiners also administer a pretest, where subjects are fully 

explained the nature of the examination they are about to perform, done so in order to stimulate 

the subject’s apprehension about being dishonest.  

It is common practice for law enforcement to also administer the Control Question Test 

(CQT), particularly during criminal investigations (APA, 2004). This technique compares the 
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arousal response of “control” questions (e.g., Have you ever lied to someone you cared about?) 

vs. pertinent questions (e.g., Did you kill your wife?). Typically, a pattern of higher arousal to 

the pertinent questions would lead an examiner to conclude the subject is lying while a greater 

arousal to control questions would indicate truthfulness. Should the case be that there is no 

difference between the two sets of results, an “inconclusive” result would be rendered (Faigman, 

2003). 

Controversy 

That being said, polygraphs have historically held a notoriously negative reputation of being 

inaccurate and unreliable devices. Though their accuracy has often been tested inside the 

confines of controlled research, the problem of artificiality arises. Within these rigid laboratory 

settings, lies can be clearly identified as lies as subjects have been instructed to behave 

deceitfully, which severely limits the study’s ecological validity (Sieglar, 1966). Thus far, all 

published literature involves paradigms where volunteer participants have been asked to lie. No 

such literature addresses how the researcher’s instruction to lie affects the body’s physiological 

response as compared to a person who decides to lie of their own volition. As a result, 

researchers have not been able to associate a defined set of cues that indicate when a lie is being 

told (Simpson, 2008). 

No doubt the statistics of the polygraphs are controversial. Current accuracy and validity 

estimations put the polygraph’s lie detection percentage as high as 95% but as low as 50% 

(Simpson, 2008). Many researchers within the scientific and legal community agree that very 

little evidence exists, outside these strictly controlled laboratories that show polygraph tests can 

accurately ascertain lies from truths. In fact, some research suggests that polygraphs are only 

slightly more accurate than flipping a coin. Gary Ridgway, otherwise known as the Green River 
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Killer, passed a polygraph test during his killing spree totaling in the death of 48 women while 

Aldrich Ames, a CIA double agent working as a Russian spy, passed two polygraph tests under 

his tenure in the CIA (Hansen, 2009). 

Given that the polygraph has substantial accuracy and validity complications, polygraph 

findings are currently not admissible in a court of law as they do not meet the legal standards for 

scientific evidence (Vicianova, 2015). In fact, outside government agencies and security 

companies, the use of polygraph examinations are barred by the Federal Employee Polygraph 

Protection Act of 1988 (FEPPA) (Simpson, 2008). After all, polygraphs are not able to 

distinguish lying per se. Instead, they detect changes in one’s physiology that arise when certain 

emotion-inducing questions are asked. But because there is no clearly identified pattern of 

physiological reactions, factors such as nervousness, uncertainty, even medication can all cloud a 

polygraph’s accuracy that come ultimately lead to an inconclusive result, or even worse, a false 

positive (Type 1 error). In fact, 4-5 out of every 10 subjects are misidentified as deceitful 

(Gougler, Nelson, Handler, Krapokl, Shaw, Bierman, 2011). There is also evidence to suggest 

that there are several approaches subjects can use to “deceive” the lie detector. Simple tactics 

like changes in physical movements or the use of certain narcotic drugs can all potentially fool a 

polygraph. For these reasons of unreliability and its foundation on unscientific standards, the 

polygraph has often been disregarded as an accurate form of lie detection.  

EEG and fMRI 

In recent years, there has emerged new lie detection technologies that are not solely based on 

changes in autonomic responses. Widely used as tools within the field of neuroscientific 

research, the electroencephalography (EEG) and the functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) are commonly used for the functional assessment of brain activity (Langleben, 2013). 
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Very briefly, while the EEG measures changes in the electrical activity from the populations of 

many neurons in the brain, the fMRI measures localized patterns of brain activity through 

changes in cerebral blood flow (Simpson, 2008). And as opposed to the lie detection methods 

mentioned previously, the EEG and the fMRI also measure aspects from the central nervous 

system (i.e., the brain) rather than the peripheral aspects of the nervous system. In short, they do 

not measure physical stress or physiological changes to the body.  

With respect to the fMRI, studies have reported seeing different patterns of blood flow in 

several brain regions when participants were instructed to lie versus when they were instructed to 

behave truthfully. Some of these paradigms include a forced choice task, where participants were 

asked to say yes when the answer was no (vice versa), a task including rehearsed or memorized 

lies, as well as engaging in spontaneous lies (i.e., saying the answer is red when it actually blue). 

In addition to these variations, experimenters tried to monetize the deception tasks through 

incentives that would increase emotional salience. Such examples include doubling the reward if 

deception is not detected versus losing the entirety of the reward if lie is detected (Simpson, 

2008). Consistent results show there to be a greater activation of certain prefrontal and anterior 

cingulate regions in the brain when subjects participate in the lie condition versus the truth 

condition.   

Jumping to the EEG as a method of lie detection, it introduced in the 1980s when a certain 

brain wave, P300, was consistently associated with accurately detecting lies. While the EEG 

records changes in the electrical activity in the brain, the subject is presented words or phrases. 

Upon further investigation, researchers found that when the P300 was exposed to a certain 

stimulus, involuntary, split second bumps appeared on the scans, suggesting that the brain 

subconsciously recognizes the stimulus (Hansen, 2009). Supporters are optimistic that this 
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technique can be used to verify or refute a subject’s claim about whether or not he is being 

truthful, even if he is actively trying to hide it. And as opposed to the fMRI, the EEG is the only 

brain imaging method being tested under real world situations. Early studies even show the EEG 

to be significantly more resistant to the use of countermeasures.  

That being said, while undoubtedly the EEG is uncomfortable and expensive, it is 

significantly less so than the fMRI. In addition to its mobility, the EEG displays a much better 

time resolution than the fMRI (Langleben, 2013). These facts aside, the fMRI is in fact 

considered to be the superior lie detection technology. It has recently progressed to reliably 

measuring and localizing the activity of the central nervous system (Simpson, 2008). As 

compared to the conventional polygraph, the fMRI has consistently delivered accurate results in 

controlled laboratory settings. In any case, because the EEG and the fMRI solely measure 

electrical activity and localized patterns of the brain respectively, some researchers turn to 

pupillometry and eye-tracking as a means to developing a structured set of cues that can 

accurately identify lies. 

Mouse-tracking 

But before eye-tracking could become a leading technology in the field of lie detection, there 

was mouse-tracking. Though its development was much after that of the eye-tracker, it’s data has 

greatly assisted eye-tracking to establish its own paradigms and patterns for detecting lies. Often 

used as a proxy for eye-tracking, mouse-tacking is another innovation that is used to record real-

time mouse movements, such as looking at the speed at which a participant can move a cursor 

into a box or make a selection between two options. It has been discovered that there exists a 

relationship between hand movement and the thought processes that occur when the participant 

is telling the truth or a lie (Mukerjee, 2011). While recording psychological tasks, the computer 
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can analyze the movements of the participant’s mouse to one of multiple response alternatives, 

thus allowing motor dynamics to reveal interactions with mental processes (Freeman, 2010). 

Recent studies measuring deviation demonstrated that there was a stronger curvature towards the 

truthful answer while deceptive responsive were made significantly more slowly. On the other 

hand, non-deceptive responding was associated with shorter reaction times and more linear 

response trajectories. Mouse-tracking operates on the assumption that motor action might help 

shed some light on understanding the underlying psychological processes behind lying. 

Ultimately, mouse-tracking has proven successful in providing highly-accurate experimental data 

that shows the thought process of deception in terms of the mouse-path. It is not only very easily 

acquirable technology but it is also non-intrusive and thus within the scope for practical 

applications in the judicial and legal community. But as stated previously, mouse-tracking only 

serves as proxy for eye-tracking, a technology that allows researchers to take these established 

patterns of motor behavior and compound on them. 

Eye-tracking 

What is eye-tracking? In the simplest terms, eye-tracking is a technology that monitors eye 

movements and changes as a means of gaining deeper understanding of certain cognitive 

processes that would otherwise be impossible to obtain. Using pupillometry (i.e., a measure of 

pupil diameter in psychology reflecting cognitive load and effort), researchers are able to 

examine task-evoked pupillary responses in studies where lying is evoked to reveal underlying 

patterns of human behavior (Cooke, 2005). Beginning at the autonomic nervous system, a lie 

usually involves some level of anxiety or nervousness as (even if subconsciously), the mind is 

wary of being caught. These factors trigger a response within the sympathetic nervous system 

that cause a contraction of the radially orientated pupillary dilator muscle fibers in the iris, 
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resulting in mydriasis (i.e., dilation of the pupil) (Wang, Spezio, & Camerer, 2010). In addition, 

eye-trackers measure for fixations (looking at the same place) and saccades (fast eye 

movements) that are related to the behavioral choices made as a reaction to the information 

presented on screen.  

Occurring in short spurts following the processing of information, the dilation of the eye 

during mental activity has long been acknowledged in neurophysiology (Bumke, 1975). The 

greater mental effort being exhibited, even if subconsciously, the greater the pupil dilation 

measured. In addition, pupils dilate under stress, cognitive difficulty, and pain. This why 

pupillometry is considered to be the ideal measure of lie detection. As an automatic 

physiological response that occurs within a split second, lying would be easily distinguishable 

from the truth as eye-tracking can visually detect arousal in the pupil the moment it occurs 

without any interference from conscious attempts to control physiological changes. Because 

participants find lying stressful or cognitively difficult, eye-tracking uses pupil dilation to infer 

deceptive behavior (Wang, Spezio, & Camerer, 2010). Thus by recording voluntary and 

involuntary eye movement, which reflect the internal processing of information, researchers are 

about to gain insight into how such deceptive processing is accomplished and establish a pattern 

for identifying lies (SR Research).  

That being said, dilation by itself cannot determine with certainty when a lie is being told. 

Researchers at Northwestern University found that mental effort puts a strain on the mind while 

consciously attempting to lie. If participants took too long to respond, a lie could be 

distinguished (Jaycox, 1937). Other eye-tacking measures such as blinking have traditionally 

been associated with cognitive overload. As the brain works feverishly to create a lie, the 

participant’s blink rate dramatically decreases as the mind becomes overwhelmed by the task 
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(Sieglar, 1966). This further helps establish a localized pattern of clues to be used to identify 

deception. 

Of course, in order to record these movements, proper equipment is required. According to 

Cooke (2005), recording eye movements requires specially designed hardware that is either 

positioned remotely or on the participant’s head. The design measures the corneal reflection of 

an infrared light diode (LED), which allows a reflection off the surface of the eye to before 

visible. As such, the pupil appears as a bright disk, contrasting the iris and causing a glint 

underneath the pupil. This glint allows for eye movements and data to be automatically analyzed 

and reports on the participant’s visuomotor activity to be saved (Cooke, 2005). To adjust for 

head movements, a calibration is performed by showing black dots on the screen to serve as 

baseline trials. Some of these parameters recorded include but are not limited to fixation duration 

and quantity, reading rate, and number of saccade-type indications (rereading, blinking, errors 

etc.) (Freeman, 2010). For the purpose of this experiment, we will be using a remote system as it 

allows for measurement of orientation relative to the camera underneath the computer monitor. 

While the remote system faces the obstacle of requiring a subject to remain completely 

motionless, it also has a relatively low cost and high durability as compared to the head-mounted 

system (SR Research).  

Experiment Approach  

Undoubtedly, most methods of lie detection have been around long enough to have 

extensive research conducted on the subject. Literature on eye-tracking, however, is sparse. 

Thus, the true depth of its effectiveness has yet to be seen. In this experiment, researchers used 

the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) paradigm. Typically used to examine the temporal 

characteristics of attention, the RSVP paradigm has participants look at a continuous 
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presentation of visual items (10 items per second) which in this case, was a series of alphabetic 

letters. A target was implanted inside stream of continuous items (i.e., distractors). For this 

experiment, the target letter was identified by a color change (gray target among black 

distractors). The RSVP steam has a duration of several seconds and the subject was asked to tell 

the truth or lie about the identity of the target according to their respective condition and type the 

response.  

Hypothesis 

Previous research conducted has demonstrated that pupil size is indeed a sensitive 

measure of mental workload and effort (Kahneman and Beatty, 1966). We hypothesized that the 

pupil will dilate when the participant has been instructed to lie because there is a greater amount 

of mental effort needed in order to construct and maintain said lie. In addition, people process 

information at a much faster rate than they can verbalize, which would explain the use of hesitant 

language even while the information is mentally present. In this experiment, participants have 

the ability to elect choices non-verbally, which we hypothesized should increase their speed and 

efficiency of selecting responses, regardless of the condition they were assigned to. An 

alternative hypothesis stated the pupil size would remain the same or decrease during the lie 

condition. Errors and speed would also decrease in the lie condition according to the alternate 

hypothesis. 

i. Do they know in advance if they have to lie? Practice? 

Previous studies have shown an association that some frontal lobe activation is related to 

the suppression of competing responses. The question of rehearsal and expectation arises. As 

discussed by Ganis et al (2003), there are different patterns of activation while expressing 

rehearsed or spontaneous lies. In said study, researchers were interested in seeing if the response 
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suppression would remain as strong as when participant’s had rehearsal time. Participants were 

granted only a few brief minutes to memorize a lie. With the use of fMRI imaging, it was 

revealed that rehearsed lies elicit more activation in the right anterior frontal cortex and lower 

activation in the anterior cingulate and posterior visual cortex as compared to spontaneous lies 

(Ganis, 2003). Similarly, researchers at Northwestern University determined that 20 minutes of 

practice is sufficient to efficiently memorize and deliver a convincing lie. It was hypothesized 

that an individual who has much at stake and enough training prior to examination would 

successfully be able to fool researchers. At the present, no such research exist that demonstrates 

this paradigm.   

Methods 

a. Participants 

To further understand the relationship between eye-tracking and lie detection we 

constructed a paradigm designed to track the changes in a participant’s eye movements when 

presented with the task to lie. Administered in the Boot Lab, the participants were all Florida 

State College students who were recruited via FSU SONA Systems. All of the participants were 

Psychology majors. Upon volunteering, each subject completed a demographics form as well as 

an informed consent that briefly outlined the nature of the experiment. They were promised an 

award of extra credit toward a Psychology course of their choosing for their participation. We 

had a total of 21 participants with usable data. The term “usable” data is applied to participants 

who had complete data sets and/or did not abort the paradigm mid-experiment. All 21 

participants were female. The average age of the data set was 19 years old with a standard 

deviation of 1.1 years. Additionally, all participants had normal or corrected-to-normal color 

vision and acuity. The purpose of this study was not only to examine if there was a significant 
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relationship between eye tracking and lie detection, but also to see if we could use this data 

towards a practical application of lie detection in law and law enforcement.  

b. Apparatus – Eye Link 1000 

The EyeLink 1000 is a video-based eye tracker with the sampling potential of up to 1000 

Hz. Considered the world’s most accurate and precise eye tracker, the EyeLink 1000 has a 

spatial resolution of a few minutes of arc and depending on the calibration, the absolute accuracy 

is better than 1/3 degree (SR Research). The display was presented on a 21-inch color CRT 

monitor, which was set 73 cm away from participants. A forehead and chin rest allowed us to 

stabilize the participant’s head and kept the distance constant between participants. Researchers 

constructed the stimulus administered internally. 

c. Procedure 

For the purpose of this experiment, participants sat in front of a monitor. After being 

asked to place their head in the forehead and chin rest, the experimenter calibrated the participant 

by asking them to follow a series of dots to capture a baseline of their eye movements. Once 

administered, participants read through the instructions for the deception task presented. First, 

the RSVP stream delivered a continuous stream of visual items, presented as all gray letters and 

one black letter. The task of the participant was to report the identity of the black letter. At the 

end of the stream, they had to report what the black letter was with the key press (“Z” 

representing “Yes” and “/” representing “No”). At that time, participants would see the letter T 

(truth) or L (lie) at the center of the screen. If they saw “T”, they were to accurately report what 

they saw. If they saw “L”, they were to lie and report a different letter. This varied randomly 

from trial to trial. 
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In some trials, participants were given advance warning as to whether they would be 

instructed to lie or tell the truth. The “T” or “L” appeared prior to the RSVP stream 

administration. If they saw a question mark “?”, they would not know if they would be asked to 

lie or tell the truth until the end of the trial. Again, at the end, they were asked to report a 

keyboard response. In addition to the conditions foreknowledge vs. spontaneous, and lie vs. 

truth, we also looked at practice effects. Participants completed 80 trials of all variations to see 

whether pupil response and performance differ as a function of time. Participants were asked to 

make their keyboard response as fast as possible, with the first 10 trials being excluded in the 

final data analysis as practice. 

d. Analyses: ANOVA 

We primarily focused on examining the following factors: response time, accuracy data, 

and practice effects using an ANOVA with foreknowledge vs. spontaneous as a within-

participant factor. We anticipated that reaction time would be larger for lies, compared to the 

truth, that this difference would be larger for spontaneous lies, that similar effects would be 

observed for accuracy (with lie responses being slower compared to truthful responses), and that 

practice effects would show participants’ steady improvement in speed as the lie trials 

progressed.  

e. Analysis: Pupil Size 

We also analyzed pupil size by visually inspecting the increase in pupil size at the onset 

of the cue at the end of the RSVP stream (T or L). T-tests examined whether there was a greater 

increase in pupil size for lie relative to truth trials.  

Results 
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Response Time. Response time data were entered into an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with 

trial type (truth vs. lie), preparation (advanced vs. spontaneous), and practice (1st half vs. 2nd half) 

as within-participant factors (Figure 1). This analysis revealed no effect of preparation (F(1, 19) 

= 0.001, p = 0.984), a main effect of trial type (F(1, 19) = 6.821, p < .05), and a main effect of 

practice (F(1, 19) = 20.407, p < .001). In general, lie trials were slower than truth trials, and 

participants were faster at the task with practice. However, there was also a marginal interaction 

between trial type and practice (F(1, 19) = 3.87, p =  .062). No other interactions approached 

significance (p > .28). The trend for an interaction between trial type and practice suggests that 

with practice, the lie detection effect (slowing on lie trials compared to truth trials) diminishes. 

This was consistent with our a priori hypothesis. During the first half, this effect was 289 ms for 

spontaneous lies and 130 ms for advanced knowledge lies, and during the second half, these 

effects were reduced to 43 ms and -2 ms, respectively.     
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Figure 1. Response time (in ms) as a function of trial type, preparation, and practice.  

 

Accuracy. Accuracy data were entered into an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with trial type 

(truth vs. lie), preparation (advanced vs. spontaneous), and practice (1st half vs. 2nd half)  as 

within-participant factors. This analysis revealed no effect of preparation (F(1, 19) = 0.559, p = 

0.464), no effect of trial type (F(1, 19) = 2.306, p = 0.145), and no effect of practice (F(1, 19) = 

0.398, p = 0.536). No two-way or three-way interaction approached significance (p > .136). 

Although telling a lie significantly impacted response times, accuracies were generally high and 

did not depend on trial type (Figure 2). 

 

  

Figure 2. Trial accuracy as a function of trial type and preparation.  

 

Pupil Response. Pupillary response was plotted as a function of time, timelocked to the 

appearance of the second cue letting participants know whether or not they had to lie or tell the 

truth. Figure 3 represented the proportion increase in pupil size from when the cue appeared for 
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each trial type. Though we expected that pupil size would increase for lie trials, changes in pupil 

size overall were quite small. Paired t-tests at each timepoint revealed few differences with p 

values of <.05, except for a period between 140 and 200 ms post-cue in the advance condition, 

and 3260 and 3340 ms post-cue in the spontaneous condition. These differences were small, but 

consistent with the hypothesis that lying involves more effort, generating a larger pupil size. No 

other differences were significant. This difference was earlier for trials on which participants 

knew they had to lie in advance.    
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Figure 3. Proportion increase in pupil size as a function of trial type. The top figure depicts trials 

on which participants knew they had to lie in advance, and the bottom figure depicts when the lie 

was spontaneous.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Being able to effectively detect lies through the use of pupillometry would have a 

significant impact for the future. This thesis explored the idea that eye-tracking could one day be 

used in a practical setting. The biggest advantages could include immediate assistance to law 

enforcement personnel as well as to medical staff, who would finally be able to appropriately 

diagnose a patient that was being uncooperative. A relatively inexpensive method of lie 

detection, its use could also potentially save the courts hundreds of thousands of dollars in 

expensive trials. Furthermore, eye-tracking could serve as an alternate form of interrogation, 

eliminating the use of unnecessary violence. With its modest size and mobility, an eye-tracker 

could easily be installed in every necessary field and building. 

As previous research suggests, pupil size is indeed a sensitive measure of mental 

workload and effort (Kahneman and Beatty, 1966). As a greater level of mental effort is 

exhibited, a higher-than-normal level of anxiety or nervousness is elicited unconsciously. The 

pupil dilates as a result of this increased effort. Eye-tracking has often been suggested to be the 

ideal measure of lie detection as lying triggers an automatic physiological response that makes it 

easier to filter deceptive behavior and harder to mask deceit (Wang, Spezio, & Camerer, 2010).  

With regard to our results for this particular study, response time showed significant 

effects for trial type and practice effects. Participants were faster when the trial type asked them 

to tell the truth vs when they were asked to lie. There was also a steady decrease in response time 

during the second half of the paradigm due to practice effects. There was, however, no effect of 
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preparation so participants fared no better or worse regardless of whether the trial was a 

spontaneous/advanced-knowledge truth or lie. Unfortunately, there was no significance between 

any of the three factors when it came to accuracy. While we concluded that reaction time was 

significantly affected (i.e., slowed) when telling a lie, accuracies were generally high, regardless 

of the trial type, preparation, or practice effects. 

The findings from our study suggest we were able to detect lies successfully but our best 

metric was reaction time. If this is the case, a stronger paradigm and a perfected method of 

administration could potentially signal pupil response as an effective method of lie detection. 

Although the obtained results were significantly more subdued than expected, this certainly 

provides an avenue of research for future experiments. Ultimately, this data might serve as useful 

pilot data to further explore these effects and refine the paradigm. 
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Limitations 

There are significant limitations to consider with this research. One such example 

includes the statistical power of the data. Because we only had a certain number of participants, 

the effects of the eye movements were much more subdued that expected. Some participants 

were forced to abandon the experiment due to technical issues and health concerns. Some 

participants were unable to continue because they were pregnant and they became nauseous 

easily. Some others experienced eye fatigue and the flashing of the letters elicited strobe-light 

effects which made them also nauseous or unable to keep up. There were limitations on 

demographics as well considering we were only able to select participants from a specific pool of 

students. 

In general, pupil size represents a noisy measure. Experimental designs must balance the 

need for many trials to reduce this noise, and factors such as participant fatigue. In this study, 

there were 20 trials per cell (80 trials), and the first 10 trials of the experiment were considered 

practice.  

 

Future Directions 

For future studies, we believe it would be significantly beneficial to have more statistical 

power in order to effectively test the relationship between eye tracking and lie detection. 

Considering we had few participants to begin with in our analysis, it was unsurprising that were 

unable to find significant correlations.  

For future directions, the eye tracking experiments could be simplified, testing only the 

effects of telling a lie or telling the truth with no advance knowledge. Perhaps avoiding to 
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include the “T”, “L”, or “?” prior to the commencement of the trial would allow participants to 

more efficiently and accurately be able to tell a lie or tell the truth. As a result, it might be 

possible to collect stronger correlations and establish a significant relationship between eye-

tracking and lie detection.  

On the other hand, perhaps what is needed is an expansion of the eye-tracking 

parameters. Future studies could focus on where the participants look during the response part of 

the trial. For example, if the trial asked the participants to lie and conclude “No, the target letter 

wasn’t an “X”” when it actually was, we might be able to garner significant results from the 

participant’s reaction if/when they look at the incorrect answer first (i.e. when participant’s eyes 

linger on “Yes, the target letter was a X”). Hence, participants would be inadvertently and 

subconsciously telling the truth with their eye movements. It's relevant to mention that we 

currently have much of this data collected already by completion of this thesis. Future studies 

could include a detailed analysis of such variations of the project. These are important 

applications to be explored in the future.  
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